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Abstract
PnC according to ISO 15118 enables most secure charging session and highest comfort for user and
secure and manipulation-proof communication between electric vehicle and charging station. This secure
communication is ensured by encrypted communication channel and asymmetric cryptographic
algorithms using PKI. The encrypted communication channel between EV and EVSE must be ensured by
using Transport Layer Security (TLS) according to ISO 15118. To realize V2G communication between EV
and EVSE, �rst line certi�cates between EV and EVSE must be validated and veri�ed. Due to new standard
for TLS and due to new PKIs the requirements for TLS are signi�cantly changed. With this work all
requirements for TLS are collected, evaluated and solution concepts for secure realization of TLS
function are derived. Here new concepts and solutions for secure TLS are developed, which are based on
Cross Certi�cate Sign and on use of the network solutions within the PnC Ecosystem. These solutions are
validated and veri�ed in a testbench, and it is ensured that secure TLS function is also possible without
Interoperable PKIs. So, a user can establish a secure TLS function at the charging station.

1. Introduction
Charging systems is decisive for the future of electromobility. The use of hybrid or electric vehicles is
increasing sharply [1]. The high-voltage battery in the electric vehicle must be charged [2] and an invoice
must be generated at the end of the charging process. For this, each charging process must be
authenticated and authorized to start a charging process. In the state of the art, there are different
manual method for activating the charging processes e.g. using app, scanning a QR code or RFID card.
User needs to download app from each provider and manually type in step by step to start a charging
session. This manual method bind with high effort for user. User needs to have multiple RFIDs from each
individual provider and �nd matching RFID card for corresponding charging station. RFID card is not
convenient and not secure for user because RFID can be easily copied. Thus RFID card is little or light
security against manipulation and misuse.

On the opposite manual methods, there is automatic activation of the charging session with Autocharge
or Plug and Charge. Both Autocharge and Plug and Charge (PnC) are used for the Combined Charging
System (CCS). Overall, both methods allow for a seamless and customer-friendly charging process.

With Autocharge, user needs to plug in the charging cables to the vehicle. The vehicle sends its MAC
address to the charging station. The charging station gets this authorization request from vehicle with
this MAC address and forwards to CPO [3–4]. The CPO then reads the MAC address from the received
authorization request and checks whether the MAC address matches a whitelist of EV MAC addresses. If
the MAC address matches, then the CPO sends back a con�rmation or release for authorization to the
charging station. Thus, the charging session for that vehicle can be started. In order for the MO to
generate an invoice for the charging process, MAC address must be associated with the MO user
account.
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The differences between RFID and Autocharge is based on security and convenience for end users.
Autocharge brings higher convenience and relatively easy implementation compared to RFID cards.
Autocharge has higher security level compared to RFID technology because MAC addresses are not as
easy to duplicate as RFID cards.

The differences between Autocharge and PnC are security and complexity. The security in Autocharge is
based on MAC address. MAC address can be changed or manipulated from someone. Manipulation of
MAC address is easy and security levels need to be optimized several man-in-the-middle attacks. If MAC
address is changed or manipulated by someone, there is no way to automatically detect this data
manipulation. Thus, a user's account can be accessed. That is why MAC address has no effective
security in data communication and MAC address is however used as an identi�er for charging and
invoicing process.

PnC, on the contrary Autocharge, enables secure communication and data exchange by establishing an
encrypted communication channel between EV and EVSE and by creating and verifying digital signatures.
Thus, PnC enables not only convenient charging session but highest security for user and vehicle. In PnC,
the security is based on TLS, Table 1.

With PnC, the absolutely secure and manipulation-proof communication and authorization between the
electric vehicle and the charging station and that at the highest user comfort is realized by a combination
of symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic algorithms, by Digital Certi�cates of a Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) and by encrypted and signed V2G messages. Therefore, PnC enables secure and
scalable IT systems to seamlessly authenticate users, automatically authorize them for the charging
process, and bill them after the charging process.

This setup of encrypted communication channel between EV and EVSE can be ensured by using
Transport Layer Security (TLS). The possibility with TLS will prevent unauthorized access via spoofed
MAC addresses. TLS is very important not only to realize encrypted communication channel between EV
and EVSE, but also to start �rst phase V2G communication between EV and EVSE. Without successful
TLS, no charging process can be started at the charging station. Thus TLS must be successfully
implemented.
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In the literature, TLS requirements were previously based on ISO 15118-2 with TLS 1.2 [5]. With the
introduction of new norms (ISO 15118-20) [6] and standards, as well as PKIs, the requirements for TLS
have changed signi�cantly, which are not considered in the literature, Fig. 1. There is no validation for
TLS functions. In literature so far TLS function is considered as conceptual or from existing security
aspects, see Chap. 2.

ISO 15118 requires the encrypted communication channel for the secure communication between EV and
EVSE according to TLS and the validation of the certi�cate �les in EV and EVSE. With the introduction of
multiple PKIs, the validation of the certi�cate �les is even more di�cult, which are not considered in the
literature so far. What are the in�uences of interoperability on TLS and how can TLS work with or without
interoperability. This are also so far not clear, or no literatures known.

Not only norm and standard have an in�uence on TLS communication, but also other players have a
direct or indirect in�uence, see Fig. 1. Some OEMs want to have only one root CA from a PKI for storage
space reasons. Or user does not want to have many certi�cates for license cost reasons. The goal of this
work is to collect, analyze and evaluate these requirements from all players for TLS. From these
evaluations issue, new concepts and solutions shall be created. These solutions are to be validated and
veri�ed with a test.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The rationale is presented in Section 1. The requirements
are presented in Section 2. Section 3 deals with root cause identi�cation and solution concepts. In
Section 4, a validation environment for TLS function is built and described. With this validation
environment, the validation of TLS function is performed in section to verify the developed solutions.
Finally, in section 6 the conclusion is presented.

2. State of the art and requirements
2.1 State of the art for PnC with TLS functions

In literature so far quite, limited work is known for PnC with TLS functions [7–9], in these existing works
TLS function (TLS 1.2) with PnC was considered only for ISO 15118-2 in particular only on encryption
and validation of certi�cates for TLS handshake was not found. Previously used TLS 1.2 for PnC was
standardized from in 2008 [10]. Since August 2018, a new TLS 1.3 has been developed and published by
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [11, 12], which encodes feedback and ideas about a document.
This is called Request For Comments or RFC, which TLS 1.3 is de�ned by RFC 8446 [11]. TLS 1.3 allows
lower latency (faster) and more secure than TLS 1.2 as well as optimized cryptographic algorithms
compared TLS 1.2. TLS 1.3 is latest version and modern version of SSL as well as used by HTTPS and
other network protocols for encryption. In [13–15] the general recommendations for encryption (TLS-
ECDH or TLS-ECDHE) according to ISO 15118-2 and storage of keys in HSM were described. Risks
assessment due to Cybersecure on the communication between the SECC and the secondary Actor [16].
The possibilities of server authentication towards the client are described in [17] with TLS.
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2.2 Comparison of old and new TLS requirements

TLS 1.2 according to ISO 15118-2 was deployed and used for PnC in 2014. In recent years, the
requirements for PnC with TLS function have changed signi�cantly. Due to increasing cyber security
attack in vehicle, secure communication plays more importance for user and OEM. As a result, TLS
requirements were changed by both OEM and ISO 15118. With ISO 15118-20, the TLS requirements are
signi�cantly more stringent [17].

2.2.1 Authenticity of the sender by encrypting the certi�cates

Previously, the authenticity of the sender and the integrity of the received message were veri�ed with
signatures using SHA-256 as the cryptographic hash function according to the Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) in ISO 15118-2.

In ISO 15118-2, Elliptic Curve secp256r1 (256 bits) key was used for certi�cate encryption.

In ISO 15118-20 SHA-512/SHAKE256 can be used as cryptographic hash function, secp521r1 / Ed448
keys can be used for certi�cate signing and encryption.

2.2.2 TLS-session key

The only task of session key is to establish a security layer. That is to encrypt the further communications
in the session using the key.

For each charging process or TLS session a new TLS-session key is created. TLS-session key is a
temporary symmetric cryptographic key because the same key is used for both encryption and decryption
of the data between EV and EVSE. This symmetric key (same key derived by EVCC and SECc) and cannot
be derived by any other entities (3rd party). The creation of the TLS session key is changed with ISO
15118-20 and a new cryptographic algorithm is used.

For ISO 15118-2, Elliptic Curve Di�e-Hellman (ECDH) was used by secp256r1 as the key agreement
protocol to agree on a common (symmetric) TLS session key.

For ISO 15118-20, secp521r1/ed448 is used.

2.2.3 Requirements for relevant certi�cates in EV and EVSE

PnC according to ISO 15118 enables the highest convenience and most secure charging process for
users and an absolutely secure and manipulation-proof communication between the electric vehicle and
charging station, this achieved by a combination of symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic algorithms
using a PKI. In a PKI, a public key and a private key encrypt the data exchanged between two EVs and
EVSE after they have authenticated themselves through a secure TLS handshake.
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As part of the PKI, secure digital certi�cates ensure that the parties involved are before any data is
exchanged. This is very important for mobility operators to ensure that all users of the energy
infrastructure are valid. For this reason, relevant certi�cate in EV and EVSE has been de�ned quite �xed
according to ISO 15118-2 &-20.

In EV (EVCC), according to ISO 15118-2, at least one V2G-Root CA, OEM-Provision Certi�cate (PCID),
Contract Certi�cate (EMAID) and according to ISO 15118-20 additionally Vehicle Leaf Certi�cate must be
installed, Fig. 2.

In the EVSE (SECC), at least EVSE-Leaf Certi�cate (EVSE-Leaf) must be installed, and it is recommended
to store all Root CA or more than 10 Root CAs in EVSE, see Fig. 2.

2. 2. 3 Requirements veri�cation of certi�cates in EV and EVSE

According to ISO 15118-2: TLS 1.2:

According to ISO 15118, an encrypted communication session is established with a so-called Transport
Layer Security (TLS) handshake between EV and EVSE. During this TLS handshake, the charging station
presents its digital certi�cates (EVSE Leaf certi�cate, CPO Sub CA 1 certi�cate, and optionally CPO Sub
CA 2 certi�cate) to the EV to identify itself as a trusted charging station. The EV must then verify the
digital signature of all certi�cates - from the EVSE certi�cate to the pre-installed V2G root CA certi�cates -
and check if any of the certi�cates have expired. If everything was veri�ed without any problems, a TLS
session is then successfully established, Fig. 3.

To start TLS communication between EV and EVSE, EVSE-Leaf must be validated in EV against the
V2G root.

EV sends a TLS-Req (incl. list of root CA)

EVSE returns a response with [EVSE/SECC Leaf Cert + CPO SubCA1 + 2]. This response EVSE -Leaf
CA has to be validated by V2G in the EV.

If the veri�cation was successful, TLS can be started, like Scenario 1.

If both certi�cates are created from different root CA, veri�cation is not successful, like Scenario 2,
TLS cannot be started. It is a security issue because the encrypted communication cannot be
established.

According to ISO 15118-20: TLS 1.3:

With mTLS 1.3 TLS handshakes is still a roundtrip (or mutual communication) instead of TLS 1.2
requested or with ISO 15118-20 mutual validation must take place according to TLS 1.3. EVSE Leaf
Certi�cate must be veri�ed by V2G root CA in EV. The EVCCID -Leaf must be veri�ed by V2G root or OEM
root CA in EVSE. After both times of successful certi�cate validation, TLS communication may be
established.
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According to ISO 15118, TLS handshake must be used, and certi�cates must be successfully veri�ed
between EV and EVSE. Here it was identi�ed that due to different PKIs (root CAs) a successful TLS
handshake cannot be started (scenario 2). As a result, no charging process can be started, which is
disadvantageous for users at the charging station. It is a root cause. This root cause needs to be �xed. To
�x this root cause and to realize a secure and successful TLS handshake, new concepts and solutions
are created and developed here, see Chap. 3.

3. Solution concept
In scenario 2, no TLS handshake can be performed due to different PKIs. Here, some possible solutions
have been developed and used from ISO 15118 to realize a secure and successful TLS handshake for
scenario 2. Here are the solution concepts:

Interoperable solutions

Non-interoperable solutions

3.1 Interoperable Concepts

According to ISO 15118, two options for interoperable root CA have been proposed, Cross Certi�cate
Recognition according to ISO 15118-2 and Cross Certi�cate Sign according to ISO 15118-20. With Cross
Certi�cate Recognition, multiple V2G root CA can be installed into the EV. With Cross Certi�cate Sign, one
V2G root CA is su�cient since the agreement for the use of the root CA between the PKIs is in place.

TLS handshake can be successfully performed with interoperable root CAs (PKIs), Fig. 6, although the
root CAs in EV and EVSE are different. For this, there must be coordination for sharing the root CA
between the PKIs.

3.2 Non-interoperable concepts

Non-interoperable solutions are based on the use of the PnC network. To realize a secure and successful
TLS handshake, missing root CAs from PnC network should be provided in EV or EVSE and installed in EV
and/or EVSE. Thus, a secure TLS handshake can be performed, Fig. 7. For non-interoperable solutions,
there are two options, as shown in Fig. 7.

Solution B: Provide EVSE Leaf Certi�cate from PnC network.

Vehicle has V2G root CA from PKI-A and EVSE has Leaf Certi�cate from PKI-B. In this concept TLS
handshake is not possible. Using this PnC network solution, the EVSE sends a CSR to CPO for EVSE Leaf
Certi�cate from PKI-A. CPO accepts this request and communicates with RCP from PKI-A. From RCP gets
the EVSE -Leaf Certi�cate from PKI-A and forwards to EVSE. This PKI-A is installed in EVSE. Thus EV and
EVSE have the same root CA. This allows TLS handshake to be performed successfully, Fig. 8.

Solution C: Provide V2G root CA from PnC Network.
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Vehicle has V2G root CA from PKI-A and EVSE has Leaf Certi�cate from PKI-B. In this concept, TLS is not
possible. With this PnC Network solution, a request is issued from EV to RCP for V2G root CA from PKI-B
via OEM backend. This request shall be done via OTA. OEM backend accepts this request and
communicates with RCP from PKI-B. From RCP fetches V2G root CA from PKI-B and forwards to EV. This
PKI-B is installed in EV. Thus EV and EVSE have the same root CA. This enables TLS handshake to be
performed successfully, Fig. 9.

Here, three different possible solutions for a successful and secure TLS handshake are developed and
brought to enable a charging process for a user at the charging station. Solution A is based on
interoperability and solutions B&C are independent of interoperability. Now these concepts need to be
validated and veri�ed, see Chap. 5.

4. Validation environment
To validate and verify these developed concepts from Chap. 3, a test environment was developed and
built here, Fig. 10.

Electric Vehicle (Electric Vehicle Communication Controller) is simulated here with a toolbox from Verisco.
This toolbox is covering all relevant communication for ISO 15118. OEM relevant certi�cates are V2G root
CA, PCID and EMAID already installed. There can be new or multiple certi�cates installed in toolbox.

This toolbox from Versico, connected with DC charging stations via charging cable has also enabled
WLAN communication with cloud.

Here is a real DC charger used as EVSE from Alpitronic Hypercharger model HYC 150DC wall box. This
EVSE enables access control via Plug and Charge (ISO 15118) and communication via LAN, WLAN or
mobile data connection. It is compatible with various backend systems via OCPP 1.6. EVSE is a Seitz
connected to EVCC (toolbox) via charging cable according to conductive charging system for electric
vehicles according to DIN EN61851-1) and other Seitz connected to mains.

5. Validation results
Scenario 2 was �rst tested with this testbench. EV and EVSE have different root CAs. As a result, no TLS
handshake can be established between EV and EVSE, see Fig. 11. The system issues an error indicating
that the charging process cannot be started, Fig. 11.

With different root CA between EV and EVSE no TLS handshake could be established. This causes the
system to return an error that the charging process cannot be started. For this root cause a solution
concept C is developed in Chap. 3. The solution concept C was tested with this established test bench.
This fetched an additional V2G root CA from PKI-B and installed it in EV. Thus, a successful TLS
handshake was established, see Fig. 12. Now, further charging process can be started because TLS -
handshake is successfully completed.
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As veri�ed in this concept C, TLS handshake without interoperability PKIs is also possible. From this work
it is derived and stated that secure TLS handshake is possible in scenario 2 without interoperability PKIs,
see Fig. 12.

6. Conclusion
Plug & Charge according to ISO 15118 enables the highest comfort and safest charging process for users
and an absolutely secure and manipulation-proof V2G communication between the electric vehicle and
charging station, which is created by cryptographic algorithms, digital certi�cates and encrypted and
signed V2G messages within the Plug & Charge ecosystem. Through this higher data security and
protection against fraud and misuse with PnC trusts user and OEM for the use of PnC. According to ISO
15118, vehicle and charging station must create an encrypted V2G communication session with a so-
called Transport Layer Security (TLS) handshake between vehicle and charging station.

In literatures so far only security aspects of TLS function according to ISO 15118-2 were considered
conceptually and validation for TLS function was not known.

With the introduction of ISO 15118-20 since April 2022 and the entry of new PKIs since November 2022,
the requirements and validation and veri�cation of TLS functions must be rede�ned. With this work, all
these new requirements from literatures, standards and standard are collected and summarized. The
causes are not possible TLS function identi�ed, evaluated, and validated. Here the in�uences of the new
requirements (e.g., different PKIs between EV and EVSE) on TLS handshake were investigated. The
different PKIs does not lead to successful TLS handshake. As a result, the charging session cannot be
started. To �x this cause, realize a secure and successful TLS function, three new concepts and solutions
were brought here. This allows user to charge his electric vehicle safely at the charging station. These
solutions are independent of each other. The realization of TLS function is ensured with these solutions.
Here are the Details:

First solution is based on interoperability with cross certi�cate sign between PKIs. If PKIs are aligned with
each other for certi�cate merging, then validation at the charging station can work.

Second and third solution is based on using the network solutions within the PnC ecosystem. Certi�cates
missing through the network can be provided in EV (solution 2) or in EVSE (solution 3). Thus, TLS
function between vehicle and charging station can be realized without interoperability.

To realize this concept and solutions a testbench was developed and built. With validation in testbench
investigations, successful TLS function was performed and proved that secure TLS function without
interoperable PKIs is also possible.

Abbreviations
CCS                Combined Charging System 
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CCP                Contract   Certi�cate Pool

CPO                Charge Point Operator

DHP                Dittmann Hall Public key

ECC                Elliptic Curve Cryptography
ECDSA           Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

ECDH             Elliptic Curve Di�e-Hellman

ECDHE          Elliptic curve Di�e-Hellman

EMAID           E-Mobility Account Identi�er

EV                   Electric Vehicle

EVCC             Communication Controller

EVSE              Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

HTTPS            Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure

MO                  Mobility Operator

MAC               Machine Aided Cognition

mTLS              Mutual Transport Layer Security

OTA                Over -The-Air

OCSP              Online Certi�cate Status Protocol

OEM               Original Equipment Manufacturer

OCPP              Open Charge Point Protocol 

OCPI               Open Charge Point Interface

OICP               Open Inter Charge Protocol

OPCP              Open Plug Charge Protocol

PnC                 Plug and Charge

PuS                  Pool&Service  

RFC                Request For Comments
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PCID               Provisioning Certi�cate ID

PKI                 Public Key Infrastructure

RCP                 Root Certi�cate Pool

SECC              Supply Equipment Communication Controller

SECP              Refers to the parameters of the elliptic curve

SHA                Secure Hash Algorithm

SHAKE          Online Hash function

SSL                 Secure Sockets Layer

Sub-CA           Subordinate Certi�cate Authority

TCP                 Transmission Control Protocol

TLS                 Transport Layer Security

V2G                Vehicle to Grid

WLAN             Wireless Local Area Network
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Figures

Figure 1

Requirements and players for PnC functions
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Figure 2

Technical requirements for the certi�cates in EV and EVSE for PnC

Figure 3

Veri�cation of EVSE Leaf Certi�cate by V2G-root CA in EV on TLS function
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Figure 4

In�uences of the different root CA on TLS function

Figure 5

Interoperability for root CA according to ISO 15118
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Figure 6

Interoperable solution with Cross Certi�cate Sign

Figure 7

Non-interoperable PnC network solutions
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Figure 8

Non-interoperable PnC network solutions for EVSE

Figure 9

Non-Interoperable PnC Network Solutions for EV
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Figure 10

Validation environment for TLS function
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Figure 11

Validation of different PKIs between EV and EVSE in�uences on TLS function (scenario 2)
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Figure 12

Successful validation of certi�cates for TLS function (without interoperable PKI)


